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Abstract 
No one can deny the lure of Internet as an intellectual 
challenge. But the increasing dependence on the Internet 
decreases our chances of maintaining privacy. The unchecked 
immersion in the cyberspace would be a risky venture. Not 
everybody will get benefit out of it. Some may gain even less 
because of lack of adequate safeguards and infrastructure. 
This article tries to understand the threats to personal data on 
the World Wide Web (www) and ways to tackle it.  
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1 Introduction 
The Internet has a remarkable success story. Today, billions of bits of information 
travel around the world on a daily basis, connecting about more than 100 million 
people not only with each other, but also with vast resources of data and access to 
numerous services around the globe. This success would not have been possible 
without the variety of media (text, graphics, pictures, sounds and videos) available 
on the Internet so that even the inexperienced web user has access to it all through 
a simple user friendly interface. Users may now "surf" through vast seas of data, as 
the web has become the dominant mode of communication on the Internet.  
 
However, while the world focuses on various fringes of Internet communication, 
other more dangerous and invasive features of the web have received little 
attention in the public debates. This article focuses on some of the overlooked 
features like preferred placements in search engines indexes, the "Cookie"-- and its 
broad international legal implications along with its use in deceiving the web users. 
These "Persistent client State HTTP Cookies," as they have been called, can 
potentially disclose personal information of unsuspecting web users at an 
unimaginable rate, violating a number of national and international legal norms 
designed to protect personal data.  
 
2 Stealth marketing 
On the web what looks like objective information may be anything but that. The 
web is rife with "stealth sites," which appear to offer unbiased content but are 
really marketing material in disguise.  
 
Imagine you are scouring the web for information on "money investment". You 
went to a search engine, typed the query 'money investment', and got a long list of 
sites that seem to be what you're looking for but you don't have time to scroll 
through thousands of listings, so you probably pick from the first couple of pages. 
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Now what if you knew that the sites at the top had paid money to be listed first? 
Would you be confident you were getting the best information? 
 
In one of the report in PC World it was mentioned that most of the top search 
engine sites flat-out stated that it did not offer preferred placements. But many 
directories that organize links into categories based on subject matter will skew 
their listings for a fee. Some Yellow Page directories sell preferential placement in 
the same way that printed yellow pages sell large ads. For instance, if you pay the 
requisite money to Big Yellow (www.bigyellow.com ), which includes an 
alphabetical listing of businesses and services, then it will make sure that your 
information always appears at the top of the list. More or less same Policy is 
followed at City Surf (www.citysurf.com).  
 
3 You are being watched 
One of the most chilling aspects of the marketing explosion on the web, however, 
is that most of the web sites are trying to gather maximum information about the 
web users and their surfing habits. For the act their argument is that they want to 
serve the users in slightly a better way by saving their time from entering ID and 
Password and again browsing the complete list of results for their queries. 
Netscape was the first to use Cookies on the Internet to store some of the users 
information in his own computer system. Later web sites started using Cookies to 
keep track of items in an online shopping cart, to simplify the log in process, or to 
provide customized news, weather, and sports information based on the users 
stated interests. On web it has now become a very normal trick to implant the 
tracking Cookie and collect information by them because with comparison to the 
physical world, it is very much easy to collect and collate the collected information 
and automatically store in a database.   
 
Now come to the darker side of the Internet where every move you make is under 
scrutiny. And it's not just your government, which is trying to keep tabs on your 
surfing habits. From your ISP's to your favourite web site, everyone is 
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methodologically gathering data bit-by-bit, on what you do while you are online. 
In the real world no one is peering over your shoulder to check the television 
serials you have surfed through and the amount of time you spent on each. When 
you visit your local grocer, he is just keeping in his mind about your choices but 
not noting down exactly how many minutes you stare at each product before 
making your purchase decision. But on Internet, practically every web site has 
started doing precisely that. And some of them are collating the data to get to know 
your most intimate details. Because as we move through our lives in the real world, 
we leave many traces of things we have done,  like credit card receipts recording 
the time, place, and nature of purchases, photos of our licenses, records of 
videotapes we have rented, phone calls we have made, and even the trash we 
discard. When you buy a house, the transaction information is available at 
Registrars office and often published in the local newspaper and the ensuing flood 
of junk mail makes it clear that these trails gets looked at.  
 
Most surfers-- both in India and abroad are blissfully unaware of the fact that they 
are leaving easy electronic footprints for people to follow, every time they log on 
to the Net. What is more worse is that the web actually gives most people the 
illusion of anonymity, but you become visible to the world at large the moment 
you go online simply because of the way Net works.  
 
The problem is that the average surfer like you and me is entirely oblivious to the 
fact that we have been given an IP address or 'tagged' as soon as we log on, which 
we were carrying all the time on web. Or that the servers of our ISP are now 
automatically recording each new web site we are visiting, the time we are 
spending there, and the route we followed to reach that web site. Or for that matter 
dozens of other computers on the Internet can also follow every step of our net 
journey. 
 
That happens because when you type www.yahoo.com  in our location bar, what we 
are actually doing is, requesting a meeting between your computer (say 202.54.37.86) 
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and that of Yahoo (IP 216.32.74.51) and to set up that meeting, you typically have 
to travel through a dozen or more servers, each of which is automatically recording 
everything that passes through it.  
 
To get a feel of the electronic footprints you are leaving all over the cyberspace, try 
these simple steps. First, go to your ISP's web-site and look for Internet services. 
Give your user name and password, and check out your profile. It will not only 
give you all the details you fed in the first time you applied for a connection (name, 
e-mail ID, telephone number, address, etc.) but also your detailed access log 
analysis for the past couple of months. On which days did you access the Net?  
What times? And how many hours, minutes and seconds did you spend each time 
you logged on? But you need not even do that, because just like your ISP records 
even your browser also records your surfed sites. Simply click on 'history' on your 
browser's toolbar and you will be able to see each web site you visited over the 
past few days, including the time you spent on them. Just like you can read your 
browser's history window, so can anyone connected to you on the Net if they really 
wants to.  
 
4 The freebie trap 
These days, you can get almost anything free on the Net. Free e-mail and software 
have always been there, but everyday, the number of people wanting to give you 
more stuff for nothing seems to be increasing. There are some web sites that use to 
give air-conditioners, TV, etc. free every day. There are others which offer you 
everything from "tickets for two to London" to hard cash, if you are one of the 
lucky winners. You can even get free access to the Net from some ISP's- either for 
a limited time or forever.  
 
The only inconvenience is that to become eligible for any of those freebies, you 
need to register at each of these sites and when you register, you need to give out 
quite a bit of information about yourself. Sure you fudge some of the information 
you fill in but at least part of it is true. Quite often, you give the correct name,  
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e-mail ID, and physical address, so that you can be notified once you actually win 
any of those free prizes. Sometimes you may give credit card number to take 
advantage of the new television that is offered dirt cheap, but once you do that, 
your real identity is recorded for eternity.  
 
5 The perils of personalization 
Customer profiling is not a new discovery, marketers have followed it in a limited 
way for some time now. Most good hotels keep records of the frequent guests and 
their preferences. Vendors routinely keep detailed records of their big customers. 
Even your neighborhood grocer gets to know your tastes after some time and 
accordingly he serves you.   
 
Any web site could simply place a tracking cookie that constantly relays your 
information to the site. It happens this way, the first time you visit the site, it sends 
a special cookie to identify you as an individual user. From then on, every time you 
visit any other web site, its address can be sent by the cookie to the first web site. 
And you need not even to visit a site to leave yourself open to a cookie attack. It 
could be sent simply by the banner ads on the page you are viewing. DoubleClick, 
the online advertising service, does precisely the same. Once you have visited any 
site featuring a DoubleClick ad, it implants a cookie on your systems hard disk, 
and that in turn relays the information about your surfing habits. By doing this, 
DoubleClick has already amassed a database of about 100 million unique users 
worldwide and their viewing habits.  
 
Normally, while the cookie can collect information about your viewing habits, it 
cannot identify you — that is, where you stay, your phone number etc. But in most 
cases, surfers give away that information unwittingly in return for 
“personalisation” of their favorite websites. Many websites today offer the per-
sonalisation option — that is, allowing you to access some special interest 
information relevant only to you, every time you visit that site.  
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You could personalise your favorite portal —like Yahoo or Rediff, say — to show 
you your Daily horoscope, financial news of a particular kind, and the best offers 
on the Net in your area of interest. Once you do that, you are opening yourself up 
completely to the web-site. Combining the personal details you have given out and 
the viewing habits captured by the cookie, a site can develop an incredibly detailed 
profile of you and your tastes. Initially, profiling and cookies were meant to offer 
better, more personalised service. But it’s turned into a double-edged sword. 
 
This profiling could also leave you wide open for future abuse.  
 
With no strict privacy rules or laws in place, that information could prove 
extremely dangerous in the wrong hands, say privacy activists. Companies for 
example could pre-screen you out based on the medical details you have supplied 
to a web site. Suppose you have been regularly visiting a portal’s health channel to 
look up information on heart diseases. A potential employer with access to that 
data could drop you from his short list because he figures that your family has a 
history of heart problems even though you haven’t disclosed that to him. Another 
could shut you out because your profile supplied by your favorite portal shows that 
you are sympathetic to a particular political cause, based on your book-buying 
habits.  
 
Privacy advocates say Abacus Online acquired by DoubleClick, excessively 
infringes on consumers' privacy rights. Furthermore, advocates say, DoubleClick's 
new practice improperly contravenes a previous DoubleClick privacy policy 
promising complete anonymity to Web surfers.  
 
"DoubleClick's collection of information about Internet users, through the 
placement of cookies on users' computers and the linkage of cookie-generated data 
with information contained in the Abacus database, is likely to cause substantial 
injury to consumers," alleges the complaint.  
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5.1  Freedom of choice?  
The company maintains that it combines the data to better serve consumers surfing 
the Web. Furthermore, DoubleClick says the companies and Web sites 
participating in Abacus Online must provide consumers with clear notices and a 
chance to opt out of such data compilation.  
 
"DoubleClick will only combine offline and online information when the user has 
been given prior notice and choice, and therefore this complaint is without merit," 
says the company in a statement.  
 
But it's hard to verify that bit about notice and choice, because DoubleClick refuses 
to name the handful of companies that have signed up so far. Those companies 
have also declined to identify themselves.  
 
6 E-mail privacy  
When you send a piece of e-mail, it travels through several--sometimes even 
dozens of servers on its way to its destination. At any point along that chain, it's 
possible (though relatively unlikely) for your e-mail to be intercepted and read. 
Who might be reading your messages? Your employer, your Internet service 
provider, or some no-good hacker with nothing better to do. But there are steps you 
can take to keep your e-mail from snoops. 
 
6.1  Use a private account  
If you're connected to the Net at work, stop for a moment and think about your 
activities. If you're concerned about what's in your e-mail messages, or suspect that 
your company might not approve of your other Internet activities, don't even test 
the waters. U.S. laws make everything on your employer-provided PC, including 
your personal e-mail, the company's property--period. That means your employer 
can legally read your e-mail, and track your Internet peregrinations and postings 
(though you're supposed to be informed of that possibility in advance). If you want 
to keep your online activity private, do it on your own computer at your home, 
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using a service that you pay for. If that's not possible, find out exactly what your 
employer's Internet and e-mail use policies are, and comply with them.  
 
6.2  Go anonymous  
If you want to remain unknown, send your e-mail through an anonymous service 
like the Global Internet Liberty Campaign's W3 Anonymous Remailer,  or a free 
Web-based e-mail service like Ghost Mail or HushMail,  (www.hushmail.com) 
which offers encryption-based privacy features that other Web-based e-mail 
services lack. Both ask for personal information when you create an account, but 
nothing says that information has to be true.  
 
Finally, if anonymity in online public forums is a necessity, you can post 
anonymously to Usenet newsgroups and other discussion boards through the Web-
based Deja.com (www.deja.com) service.  
 
6.3  Encrypt your e-mails 
One way to ensure that your messages don't fall into unknown hands--and one that 
doesn't require new e-mail accounts or user names--is to encrypt it. The freeware 
edition of Pretty Good Privacy works with your e-mail program to encrypt and 
authenticate the messages you exchange with others.  
 
With PGP both the sender and receiver will need the software to exchange 
encrypted messages and like all encryption techniques it also involves public and 
private keys. The product is free for personal use and, despite its humble name, 
PGP is about as good as e-mail privacy gets.  
 
7 How to beat these prying eyes 
Now we know that some prying eyes are following us around, what can we do to 
protect our intimate details from becoming part of some corporation’s database 
while we were online? Net security experts and privacy activists offer a number of 
suggestions. These falls into three broad categories: pure commonsense steps you 
can follow, the use of third party proxies, and protection software.  
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7.1  The commonsense tips 
Ø Read the privacy policies of any site or retailer you visit before you agree to 
register with it. If it doesn’t clearly say that the information you submit won’t 
be shared with anyone else, don’t even think of patronising the site. No matter 
what kind of a deal it is offering you in return, you will be better off in the long 
run.  
Ø Always fill in only that information which is mandatory while registering with 
a site. Leave the “optional” fields blank— that way, you can avoid sharing 
information that is revealing but not strictly necessary. 
Ø Always have one or two Web-based e-mail IDs in which you use pseudonyms, 
not your real name. For most commercial websites, give those e-mail IDs, and 
not the personal one assigned to you by your employer or your ISP 
Ø Avoid opening e-mail from unknown people to keep viruses at bay.  
Ø If you are planning to post something risky or controversial in any newsgroup 
site like DejaNews, use the Web-based pseudonymous ID, not your real one.  
Ø Stay away from sites that promise you money in return for linking an 
advertising bar on your screen.  
Ø Periodically, use several search engines to find out what comes up when you 
type your name into the search box. 
Ø Use pseudonyms again while registering with chat-rooms. And be careful what 
kind of instant messenger software you are downloading. Instant messengers 
and chat programs like ICQ are great methods of finding new friends and 
keeping in touch with old ones. But the problem with these are that they also 
tell the whole world everytime you go online. 
Ø One surprising fact, a dial-up PSTN connection may actually protect your 
privacy better than a dedicated lease line. That’s because, every time you dial 
up and log on, your service provider assigns you a different IP address from the 
pool it has. That makes it more difficult for any website to identify you. On the 
other hand, if you are taking a leased line, you might just be assigned one 
single, permanent IP number.  
Ø Finally, set your browser's security settings to "medium", if not "maximum" to 
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alert you against dangerous sites. You could also configure it to warn you 
every time a cookie is being sent  to your hard disk.  
 
7.2  Third party proxy 
There are websites that act as a cut-out between you and the other websites you are 
visiting. Thus the website can track you down to the proxy server but not all the 
way back to your ISP. 
 
There are several third proxies on the Net. The most famous is Anonymizer.com . It 
offers both a free service as well as a paid service. The free service, needless to 
say, is much slower. Anonymizer recently started accepting payment in Indian 
rupees so that Indian surfers can take advantage of its paid, premium service.  
 
But there are other third-party proxies as well —AnonyMouse, SpaceProxy and 
Proxymate. You could try them out first before settling on any. 
 
7.3  Privacy software  
Apart from using the third -party proxy, you could also use a combination of 
different software programs that will clean your surfing tracks both in your 
computer as well as outside. That is, remove all traces of your having visited any 
particular site on the Net. You could try out any or all of the following: 
The Webwasher program can clean up your browser’s history bar and destroy all 
cookies that have accumulated during your time online. 
Ø Cache and Cookiewasher will do much the same. 
Ø Junkbuster is a free proxy for your browser to protect it against cookies. 
Ø Cookie crushers hunt out and kill accumulated cookies.  
Ø Trojan killers can help you crush Trojan viruses that come in your e-mail and 
destroy your hard disk. 
Ø Ghost Mail protects your email ID.  
Ø AdSubtract (www.AdSubtract.com)  loads onto a PC's system tray, which is 
located on your Windows toolbar. You can customize its blocking features, 
choosing to filter ads and cookies at specific sites or over the entire Internet.  
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The program includes a "Stats" tab that shows you how many cookies or ads it 
has blocked on any given Web page. It can even give you an audible alert 
whenever it blocks an ad or cookie. 
Ø The interMute upgrade version blocks pop-up ads, animated graphics, 
background music, Java scripts, and refer string (which lets Webmasters know 
what site you came from). AdSubtract SE requires at least a Pentium II-class 
system running a 3.0 or later version of Netscape, Internet Explorer.  
 
Most of these software programs can be downloaded from their Companies 
download sites, or bought in CD form. 
 
If used properly, these steps can throw most of the commercial snoops off track. Of 
course, a really determined and intelligent hacker who wants to break into your 
computer and track you, can still do it.  
 
Ultimately therefore, there is only one surefire protection for maintaining your 
safety and privacy on the Internet. Do not surf those sites you would be ashamed to 
own up to in case anyone finds out.  
 
8 Conclusion 
Since when Internet made its first appearance, till now, we have no choice but to 
become its member (a netizen), the drive has gone unchecked. As information 
professionals we are fast becoming citizens of two worlds, an electronic one and 
physical one. Through networks of our computers, and telecommunication 
facilities we extend our sphere of perceptions. Yet, we never touched the question 
as to what extent we have driven our nail on the coffin of our privacy, in our 
unbridled enthusiasm to be called as a netizen.  
 
Not only your privacy is under threat with these prying eyes, but also your data is 
not secured while it is on the way on Internet to some other server or to some 
person's mailbox, if that data is not being sent in an encrypted form. So better to be 
careful! 
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